
Welcome to the Commissions Course Phase 1!

Phase 1: Commission Setup

Phase Overview

Our goal during this phase is to help you build a foundation for how to set up and
track commissions in AgencyBloc. Prior to importing your commission statements,
you’ll learn what’s needed to successfully complete that end process.

What will you learn?

● Rate Tables
● Payees
● Payee Schedules*

● Defaults*
● Import map requests*
● Commission statement review

*Not all agencies will need these, but you will learn what they are and how they work.

Things to Know

Commission Splits: Are you splitting commissions with agents/brokers?

If yes, who gets what portion of the commission? Know these split scenarios and
consider how they’ll fit into rate tables.

If no, all you will need to see are the totals and missed commissions, and you are set.

Commission Statements: You’ll need a recent statement you have or can download
from each carrier (or upline) containing your commissions received. You may need to
log in to your carrier website(s) to find and download the statements. If you’re not
sure how to find them, call the carrier.

Excel-based statements are preferred. We understand you may be getting a PDF
today, but, unfortunately, that’s not a file type we can map for you. You’ll need one
commission statement for each carrier/source you are receiving commissions from
and expect to import into AgencyBloc. If you’re not able to find an Excel statement (file
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format could be .CSV, .XLS, or .XLSX), call your carrier or upline to see if they can
provide you with one.

Make sure all of your agents have an associated agency. Payments will be
assigned to agents within AgencyBloc. In order to pay an agent through the
Commission Module, those agents must exist and be associated with an agency
record.

Key Terms to Learn

Pay Commissions Refers to the process of applying all or a partial commission amount
to a payee on a policy. AgencyBloc does not “pay out to” agents, it
allows you to track commissions to payees.

Payee Who gets paid a commission. A payee is a person (agent or broker)
or value (agency or “house account”) receiving the commission
money. A payee is created within the Agent Detail, as an agent
record.

Rate Table Defines “how much” of the commission money is applied to each
payee. Rate tables allow for % of Commission, % of Premium, Flat
(dollar) Amount, or Per Life options.

Payee Schedules A way to easily apply the same payee set up to multiple policies.
Useful if you often pay agents in the same way.

Holder Name or
Policyholder

The group or individual associated to the policy record.

Import Map A template for importing your Excel-based commission statement
data into AgencyBloc.

Import Map
Requests

The process of creating a template for importing your Excel-based
commission information into AgencyBloc, for tracking commissions.

Defaults A method of applying certain rates or schedules to policies
automatically. May or may not be useful, depending on how your
agency pays or doesn’t pay agents.
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Things To Do

Watch the Initial Commissions
Setup videos

Create Payee Schedule(s) (optional)

Create Rate Table(s) Gather Commission Statement(s)

Add Payee(s) Submit a Map Request(s) in AgencyBloc
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